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Prefatory Note

The final issue of Volume 34 of the SAHS Review commemorates, first, the transformation of the
Swiss polity undertaken a hundred years ago, that is its transformation from a league of states into a
federal state.

Simon Netzle explores specifically how the bicameral system adopted in 1787 by the

framers of the second constitution of the United States became a feature also of the Swiss political system
in 1848.

Next, Dr. Marianne Burkhard, OSB, presents two captivating portraits of Swiss who have made
Peoria, Illinois, their home. Although Emil Locher's life evolved quite differently from that of Albert
Zeller, both stories mirror their successful adaptation to a world quite different from the Swiss Heimat.

Erdmann Schmocker and Chau Nguyen then present two collages reflecting place names of the
United States that have been derived from Geneva, mostly in honor of the theologian John Calvin (15091564), who strove to transform that city into a model theocracy. They also created a valuable map and
list of place names derived from that Swiss city.

The issue concludes with a review by Barbara Dobschiitz, MA, M.Div., of Gary Pranger's study
of Philip Schaff, a renowned late nineteenth century theologian. A Ph.D. candidate at the University of
Illinois at Chicago, she assesses Pranger's work with analytical skill and expertise.

To the contributors to this issue and to Natalie Hector, the creator of the camera ready copy,
sincere thanks!

Leo Schelbert
H. Dwight Page
Editors
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L
THE BICAMERAL FORM OF THE 1787 CONSTITUTION OF THE
UNITED STATES AS A MODEL FOR THE FORMATION
OF THE SWISS FEDERAL STATE IN 1848*

Simon Netzle

In 1848, the year of the creation of the present-day form of the Swiss Confederation,
Switzerland adopted some of the main elements of the American constitution: the federal
constitution and the bicameral legislative. This happened not only for practical reasons to
unite the conservative and the liberal cantons after the Sonderbund War in 1847, but was
rather the result of a particular Swiss perception of America which ha.d prevailed since the
late Enlightenment when the United States of America were regarded as an identical Sister
Republic. In this way, Switzerland was given an adequate example of identification for its
own political debate during the turn of the eighteenth to the nineteenth century: The
American War of Independence ( 1776-1783) had been interpreted in Switzerland as the
heroic battle of the medieval ,,Alte Eidgenossenschaft" and favoured a contemporary
justification for the patriotic reform led by Swiss scholars of the bourgeoisie. During the
Helvetik era ( 1798-1803 ), America was seen as an example of a successful balance between a
centralized state and a loosely bound federation; and the necessity of a compromise, as it had
been reached in the United States of America in 1787/89, was discussed. But it was not until
1830, during the reform of the Swiss constitution (,, Bundesvertrag" of 1815 ), when the first
serious steps towards the adoption of some features of the American constitution were made.

* I would like to thank Dr Christine Rauer of Corpus Christi College. Oxford, for her kind assistance in the
translation of this article.
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On March 23, 1848, the constituent commission, which had been asked by the
,,Tagsatzung" (Diet) to establish a new federal constitution, decided by a rare majority of
seventeen votes on the introduction of the bicameral legislative following the example of the
United States of 1787. During the sessions of the commission (February 17 - March 23,
1848), the organisation of the legislative was the key question and became the object of a very

heated discussion. 1 Some possible drafts regarding a federal state which already included a
bicameral system found no majority. The bicameral system had been rejected because it was
regarded as too expensive and delaying legislative work. A majority favoured one single
legislative chamber which was to respond to the needs of each party. The more ,,federative"oriented cantons like the conservative and strictly catholic ,,Landsgemeindeorte" in Central
Switzerland, insisted on an equal representation as it existed in the old Diet, whereas the
liberal and democratic cantons, on the other hand, demanded a parliament proportional to size
of population, as they had already introduced in their cantonal parliaments during the socalled Regeneration era (1830-1848).
The negotiations were halted until Melchior Diethelm (1800-1873), representative of
the Canton of Schwyz, focused attention on the American Founding Fathers, ,,who in their
despair, had saved their skins in the bicameral system". 2 On March 22, the day before the
decision on the new legislative. he held in his hands a pamphlet written by his former teacher
and scholar and politician Ignaz Paul Vital Troxler (1780-1866), which in its title praised
,,The United States as a Role Model for the [Swiss] Confederacy" .3 Most of the members of
the commission were astonished to hear this ,,voice from the desert r~anton of Schwyzl"; and
Joseph Munzinger (1791-1855), representative of the Canton of Solothum, broke the ensuing
silence and requested to reconsider Diethelm's proposal seriously. Munzinger studied
Troxler' s pamphlet overnight and recommended the bicameral system in an impressive
speech the next day. He stated that, since their formation, the United States had grown into a
remarkable nation whilst also remai~ing very powerful: .,We are looking for the
,Philosopher's Stone'; it may lie just in front of us, but we do not see it. So, why should we
not adopt the obvious, the bicameral system?'' 4 It seems that Munzinger's words did not fail
to have an effect on the other members of the commission and led to the abovementioned
result. But decades earlier-, the theoretical groundwork had been developed by Troxler and
1

For the sessions of the constituent committee, see Rene·Van Berchem: De la chambre unique au systeme
bicamirat-, Geneva 1924, pp. 161-204.
2 Emil Spiess:/. P. V. Troxler. Der Philosoph und Vorkiimpfer des Schweizerischen Bundesstaats: Bern 1967,

KP· 894-~5: ,,welche. in ve1zweifelter Lage-.sich in dem Zweikammersystem gerettet haben".
·

Ignaz Paul Vital Troxler. Politische Schrijten in Auswahl. eingeleitet und kommentiert von Adolf Rohr, 2
vols., Bern 1989. The pamphlet (Ignaz Paul Vital Troxler: Die Verfassung der Vereinigten Staaten
Nordamerika's als Musterbild der Schweizerischen Bundesreform, Schaftbausen 1848) partially printed in: vol.
2, pp. 529-553.
4 Spiess (seen. 2), p. 896.
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James Fazy ( 1794-1878), publisher and leader of the Genevan radicals. Both can be regarded
as the main promoters of the American bicameral federal state system in Switzerland. They
had individually been proposing the political institutions of the USA since the late 1820s and
had been presenting their own drafts of a new constitution referring to the American example.
Troxler's and Fazy's work influenced a small group of other, radical and liberal,
politicians. 5 Their work shaped the last, ,,constitutional" phase of a continuous and dialectic
process of the way America had been reflected in the Swiss public eye which finally led to the
adoption of the bicameral system. Swiss academics and politicians had been influenced by the
United States before. At the end of the eighteenth century, there had been two other phases in
Swiss public discussion: the first ,,historical" phase during the late Enlightenment (since
1770) and the second ,,political" phase (during the Helvetik era, 1798-1803) had formatively
influenced the political discussion about a reform of the Swiss constitution during the
Regeneration era (1830-1848). The formation of the Swiss federal state was the result of a
dialectic and continuing process of understanding built on these three phases.
There had been only a few sources of information on America available in Switzerland.
The adoption of the American constitutional system is therefore surprising enough. For
instance, complete German translations of the American constitution were hard to find before
1830. Moreover, the two most important works on American political theory, the ,,Federalist
Papers" and John Adams' ,,Defence of the Constitution" (both published in 1787/88) were

completely unknown in Switzerland, although both works often refer to the forms of
government in the Swiss cantons. 6
But in late eighteenth century and the Helvetik era (1798-1803), by contrast, there had
indeed existed a limited, but specific picture of America in Switzerland.7 During the War of
Independence and the formation of the United States of America, Swiss commentators often
evoked the ,,Wesensverwandschaft" (in Hans Rudolf Guggisberg's words; ,,similar
characters") of the Swiss Confederacy and the similar American Sister Republic. The role
model of the United States could help Switzerland to strengthen its own identity as a nation
against threats from France during the first two Wars of Coalition (1792-1800) and from the
Alliance after the Congress of Vienna in 1815. There existed a historically favourable soil,
which favoured republican thought and which aided comparisons with the United States on a
political and emotive level. An exclusive rationally and institutionally oriented view would
reduce the manifold Swiss discussion of the United States to the mere adoption of the
bicameral system.
5 ~~e n. 26.
6 Paul Widmer:

.
,,Der Einfluss der Schweiz auf die amerikanische Verfassung", in: Schweizerisclre Zeitschrift far
Geschichte 38, 1988, pp. 359-389.
7
Simon Netzle: Sister Republics? Schweizerische Amerika-Rezeption und Diskussion t.wischen Amerikanischer
Revolution und Helvetik, doct. diss., University of Fribourg/Switzerland (in progress).
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Tell and Washington: The ,,Historical" Approach in the late Swiss Enlightenment

In line with the rest of Europe, the Swiss Confederacy perceived the American War of
Independence with great interest.8 Especially the Swiss observers of the late Enlightenment
were conscious of witnessing a great moment in world history; most of them sided with the
American colonies. A more general discussion was impossible on account of long and
indirect ways of transmission, therefore they indulged in a euphoric enthusiasm. Nevertheless,
a German translation of the Declaration of Independence was published in October 1776
(possibly for the first time in Europe) by Isaak Iselin (172i3-1782), the Basel philosopher and
publisher. 9
However, the American struggle for independence did not provoke the same feelings of
political change in Switzerland at that time, but rather triggered memories of its own history.
Observers noticed similarities with the medieval battles of the old Swiss Confederacy against
the Austrian monarchy: In their view, the cantons had taken the arms against tyrants in order
to free themselves from servitude with the same ,,spirit of liberty" as the American colonies
showed it against Britain; in both countries brave men were supposed to have fought
successfully and with unorthodox methods against much more powerful armies. And also, in
the eyes of the commentators, it was no coincidence that in both cases one was dealing with
thirteen colonies and thirteen cantons. These parallels had become evident since the beginning
of the American War of Independence and were epitomized in a myth: ,,Let us be united, as
two Sister Republics!" 10 This phrase was used by Jean-Rodolphe Valltravers in 1778 in a
letter to Benjamin Franklin - long before it appeared as ,,Republiques Sreurs" with reference
to the European states occupied and revolutionized by France during the First War of
Coalition ( 1792-1797).
This particular understanding of the events in the United States occurred at a time when
Swiss scholars of the Enlightenment were increasingly striving to unite the ,,Alte
Eidgenossenschaft" in shaping national consciousness. For this purpose, the so-called
,,Patriots", associated in the ,,Helvetische Gesellschaft" since 1761/62, idealized the image of
Swiss history. They especially pointed to the heroic tales of Tell and Winkelried or the
successful battles at Morgarten, Sempach or Laupen which could be used as contemporary
role models.1 1 The American War of Independence was similarly seen as a contemporary
8

For the discussion in Germany see Horst Dippel: Germany and the American Revolution 1770-1800,
Wiesbaden 1978, which also includes Swis.s commentators.
9 Ephemeriden der Menschheit, October ITI6, pp. 95-1~.
lO James H. Hutson: The Sister Republics, Bern 1992, p. 11.
11 Daniel Frei: Die Forderung des schweizerischen Nationalbewusstseins nach dem Zusammenbr"l!,ch der alten
Eidgenossenschaft, Zurich 1964, pp. 41-83.
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example of a heroic battle. The success of the colonists in 1783 against Britain was sufficient
evidence for Swiss commentators to continue to invest belief in their own past and to interpret
their fights as struggles for freedom and as following a ,,historic principle". A German
commentator rightly observed: ,,If the Americans succeed in maintaining their liberty,
posterity will one day talk about Han[cock], Adams, Franklin, Washington, and others just as
sympathetically as they are now talking about St[a]uffacher, Melchtal, and Fiirst", the three
supposed initiators of the oath given at the Rtitli in 1291 which led to the creation of the
Swiss Confederacy .12

It was hardly surprising that the battles in Switzerland had motivated American
colonists during their rebellion against Britain: Since the 1760s, two American publishers of
Swiss origin, John Joachim Zubly (1724-1781) and Henry Miller (1702-1782), 13 had been
writing pamphlets for German-speaking colonists in favour of independence. Both presented
descriptions of the battles of the Swiss Confederacy against Austria so as to show that
America found itself in a similiar position against Britain. Whilst their efforts remained
unknown in Switzerland, Franz Bernhard Meyer von Schauensee ( 1763-1848), politician
from Luzem, unconsciously reflected the views of Zubly and Miller in a speech to the
,,Helvetische Gesellschaft" in 1796: ,,[The Swiss] will fight and win like our ancestors did at
Morgarten and Sempach and many other glorious battles which affected our native country.
Did these Swiss (and since then the Americans ... as well) not show, that an unskilled force is
able to defeat well-trained troops used to victory?'' 14
The reference of the successful Swiss and American struggles and the republican ideals
of ,,freedom", ,,virtue" and ,,bravery" became very important during the 1790s during the
First War of Coalition when France attempted to revolutionize the European monarchies and
also threatened its neighbouring country Switzerland. Schauensee' s words quoted above also
show ·. that the Swiss view of America had not changed seven years after the French
Revolution. The United States was still a myth, an idealized Sister Republic. Until the
Helvetik era (1798-1803), there is no written document which relates to the American
12

Andreas Friedrich Loewe: Historische und geographische Beschreibung der zwtjlf Vereinigten Kolonien von
Nord-Amerika, Bunzlau 1777, p. 137: "Wenn es den Amerikanem gelingt, ihre Freiheit zu behaupten, so wird
die Nacbwelt dereinst von einem Hankok [sic!], Adams, Franklin, Washington und andem ebenso vortheilhaft
sprechen, als es jetzt... von einem Stuffacher [sic!], Melchtal und Fitrst geschiehet'', printed and translated in:
Dippel (see n. 8), p. 186.
13 John Joachim Zubly, born in St. Gallen, minister and pamphleteer, was an important figure in Georgia's
religious and civil life in representing this state on the Continental Congress at Philadelphia Henry Miller, born
in Altstetten (Zurich), printer, founded the "Philadelphische Staatsbote.. in 1762, a widely distributed newspaper
in the German-speaking part of colonial America. See Randall M. Miller: Zubly. ,A Wann and Z,ealous Spirit',
Macon, Ga 1982, pp. 1-27; A. G. Roeber: .,Henry Miller's Staatsbote: A Revolutionary Journalist's Use of the
Swiss ~t'', in: Yearbook of German-American Studies 25, 1990, pp. 57-76.
14 Verhandlungen der Helvetischen Gesellschaft 1796, p. 68: .,[Der Schweizer] wird sich schlagen und siegen,
wie unsere Voreltem bei Morgarten und Sempach, und in so vielen glorreichen Schlachten, die unser Vaterland
betrafen. Haben denn nicht sie und seither die Ameri~aner... gelehrt, dass cine ungelehrte Miliz getibte und
sieggewohnte Cohorten zuruckwerfen konne?"
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constitution. Maybe Switzerland was too preoccupied concentrating on the events in France
after 1790 that it did not notice the ,,constitutional Revolution" of 17g'T (as Paul Nolte called
it); however, it could also be argued that the evident republican similarities further hampered
the way America was perceived by the Swiss public.

I

Sister Republics or Republiqoes Sreurs? The ,,Political" Approach during the Helvetik

Era (1798-1803)
When Swiss politicians talked about a new constitution for Switzerland during the
Helvetik era, America was ,,strongly , a la, mode' " 15 The American Sister Republic was a
welcome alternative to the ,,Republique une et indivisible" which was violently forced by
revolutionary France. But only few Swiss commentators noticed that in 17g'/ the USA had
redefined the meaning of the expression ,,Republic" in the political vocabulary by introducing
enlighte~ed principles in a written constitution. With its separation of powers, rights of man
and representative democracy, the newly created American Republic differed from the more
familiar European republics, such as the Netherlands, Venice, the ,,Reichsstiidte" in South
Western Germany and the Swiss Confederacy. All of these were aristocracies in the sense of
Montesquieu's definition of the ,,Republic", either as opposed to monarchy or an ethical
concept of the classical ,,res publica", based on virtue and public spirit. 16
The American Founding Fathers had turned away from the original European model of
a ,,Republic" by settling the Great Compromise in l 7g'T between a centralized state and a
federation of the thirteen colonies. Nevertheless, only few Swiss contemporary witnesses
discovered the American federal constitution as a possible mixture of a centralized state and a
federation. ,,We think that, after suitable modifications, it is the American constitution that
would best meet our needs. There you have unity, but still each canton preserves its
individuality. The single cantons keep their sovereignty, which the ,confusion' (as the
countryfolk say) had completely done away with; but it is clear that a centralized government
should maintain relations with foreign countries and should have the right to make general
binding laws." 17 These words, expressed in 1799 by Johann Georg Millier (1752-1809),

15 Louis Secretan: Reflexions sur le Federalisme en Helvetie, Bern 1800, p. 15.
16 Paul

Nolte: ,,Die amerikaniscbe Revolution als Bruch des gesellschaftlichen Bewusstseins", in: 'Zeitschriftfli,r

historische Forschung 18, 1991, pp. 429-430.
17 Johann

Georg Millier an Johannes Mtlller [without date, possibly mid-Mayl799], in: Eduard Haug (Ed.): Der
Briefwechsel tkr Bruder J. Georg MIUler und Joh. v. Millier 1789-1809, Frauenfeld 1891, p. 175: ,.Wir sind bier
der Meinung, dass mit gehorigen Modificationen, die Americanische Verfassung nocb am besten fur uns taugen
wiirde. Da ist Einheit, und doch behalt jeder Canton seine In~ividualitat [Die] einzelnen Cantons wiederum ·
[erbalten] einen Theil der Souverainetat, die ihnen die Confusion (wie die Uindler sagen) glatt ganz genommen
hat; class aber eine Central-Regierung die Verhaltnisse mit Auswartigen besorge, und das Recht babe, gewisse
allgemein verbindliche Geseze zu machen, class muss, scheint mir, die Grundlage seyn."
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998
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scholar and politician from Schaffhausen, sum up the knowledge about the American federal
system in Switzerland. However, his famous brother Johannes von Mttller, although one of
the most eager Swiss commentators on the American War of Independence, did not share this
view: The costs would be too high and the geographical conditions overseas would be
different from those in Switzerland; therefore Johannes von Muller was against an adoption of
this feature of the American constitution. 18
In 1798, France brought the revolution to Switzerland and installed a unitary state
(,,Helvetic Republic") like in other Republic Sreurs in the Netherlands in 1795 (,,Batavian
Republic") or in Northern Italy in 1797 (,,Liguric Republic" and ,,Cisalpine Republic").
Because the Helvetic constitution was a mere copy of the French constitution of 1795 and
completely ignored the historical and geographical conditions, it was accepted by the Swiss
public only with great difficulties. Shortly before the Helvetic constitution had been
proclaimed in April 1798, the two most important politicians of the Helvetik era, FredericCesar de Laharpe (1754-1838), scholar and politician from the canton of Vaud, and Peter
Ochs (1752-1821) from Basel, politician and historian, thought that the American constitution
could suit Switzerland better than the French unitary state. In January 1798, Laharpe,
although an ardent advocate of the revolution, considered adopting ,,a system analogous to
that of the United States". But he was also doubtful that the French government could be
persuaded by this plan. 19
Peter Ochs had a special relationship to the United States and therefore might have been
very attracted to its political institutions. During his stay in Paris in 1784, he met no less a
person than Benjamin Franklin, who gave him the collected constitutions of the thirteen
American colonies.20 It is possible that Ochs was influenced by this collection during his
work on the Helvetic constitution in December 1797, in which he proposed the first bicameral
system in Switzerland, even though the French constitution of 1795, the role model for the
Hel vetic constitution, also provided for two chambers and presented numerous parallels with
the American example. But there was one important difference between the French and the
Helvetic constitution: The second legislative house of the Helvetik, the Senate, like its
American namesake, was composed of a fixed number of deputies (four from each canton,
two from each state) and was not proportional to population as in the French equivalent, the

18 Johannes Millier an Johann Georg MUiler (June 22, 1799), in: Edgar Bonjour:

Joho.nnes von MUiler. Briefe in

Auswahl,, Basel 1954, p. 249.
19 Frederic-Cesar Laharpe to the Provisoric Convocation (March 15, 1798), in: Jean Charles Baudet/MarieClaude Jequier (Ed.): Co"espondance de Frederic-Cesar de IA Harpe sous la Ripublique helvitique, 3 vols.,
Neuchatel 1985 (vol. 2, p. 141).
·
.
20 Constitution des Treize Etats-Unis de l'Amerique, Philadelphia 1783. This document (University Library,
Basel) contains a handwritten remark by Peter Ochs: .,This book was given to me by M. Franklin in Passy near
Paris on September 6, 1784." (,,Ce livre m'a ete donne par Monsieur Franklin a Passy pres de Paris le 6
septembre 1784").
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Conseil des Anciens (Council of the Flders) in the constitution of 1795. 21 - Did Ochs follow

the American model by adopting this strongly federative-oriented element?
Nevertheless, in the late eighteenth century, America's political institutions had not yet
become familiar in Europe; it was possible to interpret them at will and to functionalize in
many ways. This is what most Swiss politicians did in 1800, when they started arguing for a
revision of the Helvetic constitution, between the so-called ,,Unitarians", who favoured the
French centralized system, opposing the ,,Federalists" (,,Anti-Federalists" in the American
sense!), who longed for a modified form of the old Confederation where the cantons could
keep their sovereignty. Both of them were using the American model as reference, although
not the constitution of 1787, but the ,,Articles of Confederation" of 1777. 12 This first loose
alliance - sufficient for mutual help and communication between the thirteen colonies during
the American War of Independence - were similiar to the old Diet; therefore, Swiss
politicians understood the ,,Articles" as the contemporary constitution of the United States.
Besides, the innovative elements of the ,,new" republic of 1787 might have been too difficult
to understand in Switzerland, so that many commentators had in mind the former
constitution. 23 And also, Swiss politicians in the eighteenth century usually attempted to
explain political phenomena in· familiar and historical terms. As demonstrated above, the
American Sister Republic could easily be accomodated in a retrospective view.
Today's historical and political researchers agree that~ Great Compromise would have
been the best solution for a Swiss constitution around 1800. But unlike their American
equivalents in 1787, the Helvetic ,,Unitarians" and ,,Federalists" were irreconcilably
alienated. This became evident in 1801, when even Napoleon failed to reconcile the two
parties in Switzerland by taking the American constitution as a basis for the new Swiss
constitution called ,,Malmaison" (named after his country estate near Paris). 24
However, is not possible to give a definite answer as to which of the American
constitutional elements had been originally adapted given the complex ways in which the
political ideas crossed the Atlantic. Direct adaptations of the American example in
Switzerland did not occur until the Regeneration era ( 1830-1848). In the Helvetik era (17981803 ), American state law reached Switzerland mainly through the French declaration of
rights and constitutions, so that it is merely possible to speak of an ,,indirect perception" . 25
21

Alfred Kolz: Neuere Schweizerische Ver/assungsgeschichte, Zurich 19'J2, p. 114.
Eduard His: Amerikanische Einflii.sse im schweizerischen Verfassungsrecht, in: Festgabe der Basler
Juristenfakultiit und des Basler Juristenvereins zum schweizerischen Juristentag, Basel 1920, p. 88.
23 Hutson (seen. 10), pp. 27-34.
24 For paralells between the American constitution and the constitution of ,,Malmaison", see Myron Luehrs
Tripp: The Swiss and the United States Federal Constitution Systems. A comparative study, doct diss., Paris .
1940, pp. 9-10.
25 See the diagram ,Der atlantische Kreislauf moderner Staatsideen', in: Alfred Kotz: Die Bedeutung der
Franzosischen Revolution, in: Andreas Auer (Hg.): Die Ursprii.nge der schweizerischen direkten Demokratie,
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998
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America played a minor role and it was particularly the common ideals between the two
Sister Republics which continued to come up in Swiss political life. But the continuing
opposition between a centralized state and a federation forced the two parties to consider a
compromise as it was seen in the American example.

The ,,Constitutional" Approach during the Reform of the Federation, 1830-1848
After 1830, during the reform of the Swiss constitution (the ,,Bundesvertrag" of 1815),
the first serious constitutional approach to the American federative state was made. Troxler
and Fazy, the most important advocates of the American constitution, promoted its adoption
early and independently of each other. They shared this idea with other politicians who were
similarly influenced by them. 26 Altough Troxler and Fazy did not participate in the
constitutional commission of 1848, they had nevertheless made important contributions
towards it
Fazy's interest in America started in 1821 when he met the Marquis de Lafayette (17571834), the celebrated French general of the American War of Independence and an important
politician during the French Revolution, who instructed him about the political institutions of
the United States. 27 From 1831 onwards, Fazy wrote in his own Journal de Gen.eve in favour
of a reform of the Swiss federation which should adopt the American constitution.28 It was
possible in 1833 that these thoughts merged in a draft constitution which presented numerous
parallels with the American model, more than any other ever written in Switzerland.29
According to Fazy, the main reason for adopting the American constitution was the shared
experience in the constitutional history of both states. At that stage, Switzerland would be at
the same threshold of a federal state as the United States in 178730 and it should pursue the
same thoughts of the Founding Fathers in Pennsylvania whose principles were still valid as ,,a

Basel 1996, p. 117 and ..,Ober die Grenzen. Staatsrechtliche Becinflussungen im 18. und 19. Jahrhundert."
Interview with Alfred Kolz. in: Beat ScbUipfer (Ed.): Swiss_ made. Die Schweiz im Austausch milder Welt,
(Ausstellungskatalog), ZUrich 1998, S. 231.
26 Karl Kasthofer: Das Schweizerische BundesbUchli, Burgdorf 1833, pp. 12-13. Thomas Bomhauser:
Schweizerbart und Treuhen. St..Gallen 1834, pp. TI-82. Kasimir Pfyffer/Gallus Jakob Baumgartner: Reden Uber
die schweizerische Bundesrefonn, Bern 1835, p. 13 und p. 34. Henri Drucy: Discours pour la Constituante
federale. Lausanne 1835, pp. 12-15.
27 Henri Fazy: James Fazy, sa vie et son (l!Uvre, Geneva/Basel 1887, pp. 17-18.
28 William E. Rappard: Pennsylvania and Switzerland: The American Origins of the Swiss Constitution, in:
Studies in Political Science and Sociology. Philadelphia 1941, p. 105.
29 His draft even introduced the American presidential system (Article 10: ..,Landammann"): James Fazy: Projet
de.la Consitution Fedirale (Articles extraits du Journal de Gen~ve), Geneva (date not mentio~). pp. 10-17.
This work has often been dated to 1837, but according to Rappard (seen. 28), p. 105, a dating to 1833 seems
much more plausible, given the identical wording in his articles in the Journal de Gen~ve".
3
Fazy (seen. 29), p. 31: ..,We have reached the same situation in Switzerland." (..,Nous sommes au meme point
en Suisse.")

°
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representation of the whole people in a union and a particular representation of each state". 31
Fazy also inspired the Genevan delegation in the Diet to vote for the bicameral system as the
only canton.32
However, it was Troxler who promoted the American system effectively in combining
it with Swiss political ideas. In doing this, he was influenced by Albrecht Rengger (17641835) and Heinrich Zschokke ( 1771-1848), scholars and longstanding friends of Troxler from
Aarau where he had also worked and lived. Since they had been pointing to the United States
as a model for Switzerland since the Helvetik era33 , Troxler, too, became one of the early
admirers of America who had developed in the new world ,,without hierarchy and
feudalism". 34 Since the late 1820s, he had been postulating the American bicameral system as
a role model for Switzerland; 35 especially during the Regeneration era (after 1830), he
promoted the United States against the Liberals who, in 1833, had presented a draft for a new
constitution entitled the ,,Rossi-Pact". In this draft, which proposed a confederation and a
centralized government containing only one legislative house, Troxler feared a new edition of
the ,,Federation-betrayal" (,,Bundesverrat" [a pun on ,,Bundesvertrag"]). On the other hand,
he longed to renew the old federation of the Swiss Confederacy which could only have been
based on a constitution of a federal state like the one of the United States of America. Troxler
characteristicly described them as the ,,one and true confederacy" and a ,,shining and
instructive example ... with a federal constitution and with a union of a centralized and
federative state"36 , as it had originally been created in the old Swiss Confederacy .37 He
pointed out that the American example was not a theoretical model, as his rivals often

a la representation particuliere de
chaque Etat").
32 Van Berchem (seen. 1). pp. 185 and 198; Rappard (seen. 28). p. 106. Similarly. Fazy explained to the Great
Council on May 5, 1848, that the idea of the bicameral system would originally be based on a Genevan proposal.
But the initiatives of Diethelm und Munzinger were confirmed in three independent sources (Diaries of Troxler
and Diethelm, protocol of Jonas Furrer). Cf. Spiess (see n. 2). p. 897; Gertrud and Paul Wyrsch-Ineichen: ,,Das
Ringen um die Bundesverfassung von 1848 nach den Briefen der schwyzerischen Tagsatzungsgesandten an
ihren Landammann Nazar von Reding". in: Der Geschichtsfreund 150, 1997, pp. 35-37 (by kind reference of Dr
Leo Schelbert, University of Chicago).
33 During the Congress of Vienna (1814/15) Rengger stood up for a strong federative union (,,Bundesverein"as
he called it) which should not be stronger ,,than the one of the Americans or Netherlands". cit. in: Ignaz Paul
Vital Troxler. Die sieben Bundesverjassungen der schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft von 1798 bis 1815, Zurich
1838, printed in: Troxler (see n. 3). vol. 2. p. 424. Four years later. ~chokke observed ,,Europe's decline.
America's rise" (,,Europas Niedergang und Amerikas Aufgang". printed in: H. Z.Schokkes ausgewiih.lte Schriften,
vol. 10, Aarau 1825, pp. 295-322).
34 Ignaz Paul Vital Troxler an Karl August Varnhagen (September 7, 1818). in: Troxler (seen. 3), vol. 2, p. 530.
35 As in the ,Appenzeller Zeitung". cf. Troxler (seen. 3), vol. l, p. 77.
36 Ignaz Paul Vital Troxler: Uber Verderbnis und Herstellung der Eidgenossenschaft, Rapperswil 1832, in:
Troxler (see n. 3). vol. ~. p. 93: ,,leuchtendes und lehrreiches Beispiel einer Eidgenossenschaft mit
Bundesverfassung und der Verbindung der Centralitat mit Rxieralismus".
37 Ignaz Paul Vital Troxler: Die eine und wahre Eidgenossenschaft im Gegensatz zu Centralherrschaft und
Kantonsthlimelei so wie zwn neuen Zwitterbunde beider nebst einem Verfassungsentwurf, Rapperswil 1833, in:
Troxler (seen. 3), vol. 2, pp. 222-223.

31 Fazy (see n. 29). p. 25: ,.une representation du peuple entier de I 'Union
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criticized; it rather rested on the eternal principles of the confederacy ,,adopting the
developments in America, England and France". 38
Troxler did not aim to revive old Swiss political institutions,39 but frequently used the
,,early Confederacy", as reference just as his precedessors of the Enlightenment had done. In
his view, the American constitution could return the Swiss people its ,,natural and historical
rights" 40 because it basically represented the,, ,Ur'-constitution of the Swiss Confederacy,
only with a higher consciousness and broader experience". 41
Because of the threatening gridlock in the constituent committee in 1848, Troxler
intensified the tone of his proposal in his abovementioned pamphlet: ,,In the constitution of
[the United States of America], the secret of our confederate primary text became apparent in
its full consciousness and was realized on a high level. ... The seed of this federal republic,
which neither classical antiquity nor the Middle Ages had ever seen, had been sown in our
mountains and had been transplanted from Europe to the other side of the ocean, via
Pennsylvania to the other continent, where it matured into a big fruit tree. Thus, this is
nothing new or strange coming from over there; it is our most original and native." 42 Words
like these, reminiscent of the Swiss Enlightenment philosophers of the eighteenth century,
finally led to the establishment of the bicameral system. The Liberals interpreted this solution
as a mere act of necessity amongst both small and large cantons.43 In their opinion, it was not
the American constitution (which they described as ,,theoretical" or ,,strange"), but the
combination of the legislative Great Council in the Swiss cantons and the Diet of the
Confederacy, which were the models for the ,,Nationalrat" and ,,Stiinderat". 44 This argument
38 Ignaz Paul Vital Troxler an Joseph Anton von Balthasar (21. November 1830), in: Troxler (seen. 3), vol. 1, p.
86: "mit all der F.ntwicklung, welche sie in Amerika, F.ngland und Frankreich emalten babe".
39 Troxler (seen. 3), vol. 1, p. 27.
40 Ignaz Paul Vital Troxler: Sendschreiben an Schultheis RUttiman,i, WUrzburg 1829, printed in: Troxler (seen.
3), vol. 2, p. 168: "natUrliche und geschichtliche Rechte".
41 Ignaz Paul Vital Troxler, in: Der FreimlUige (13. I. 1834), cit. in: Spiess (see n. 2), p. 556: ,,Urverfassung der
schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaf~ nur mit hoherem Bewusstsein und grosserer Welterfahrung".
42 Troxler: Vereinigte Staaten (seen. 3), p. 9: ,Jn der Gesammtverlassung dieser Staaten (d. h. der USA) ist das
Geheimnis unserer eidgenossischen Urkunde, der ewigen, erst recht offenbar, zum vollen Bewusstsein erhoben
und im Grossen verwirklicht worden.... Der Keim dieser Foderalrepublik., wie das Althertum und Mittelalter
keine gesehen, ist in unsem Bergen gesaet und von Europa aus jenseits des Meeres mittels Pensylvanien in den
grossen Welttheil Ubertragen, dort zur Frucht am Riesenbaum gereift. Es kommt uns also von dort im Grunde
nichts Neues, nichts Fremdes zu, sondem nur unser Ursprtinglichstes und EigenthUmliches."
43 Johann Jakob RUttimann: Das nordamerikanische BundesslaatsrechJ verglichen mit den politisclien
Einrichtungen der Schweiz, 3 v__ols .• Zurich 1867-76 (vol. 1, p. 25: ,,In 1848, the bicameral system struck the
Swiss as just as strange as it has become habitual for the Americans since the creation of the union until now."
[,J)en Schweizem kam im Jahr 1848 das Zweikammer-System eben so fremdartig vor, als es den Amerikanem
seit der Grttndung der Union bis zur jetzigen Stunde gelaufig war und ist. "]). See also: Jonas Furrer:
,,Beleuchtender Bericht Uber den Entwurf der neuen Eidgenossischen Verfassung ( 1848)", in: Zilrcher
Taschenbuchml/dasJahr 1847,Zurich 1948, pp. 18-21.
44 Johann Kaspar Bluntschli: DenkwUrdiges~ ed. by Rudolf Seyerlen, 3 vols .• Nordlingen 1884 (vol. 1, pp. 443444). Rene Van Berchem (see n. 1) develops this view in his doctoral dissertation, describing the Swiss
bicameral system as an ,Jnnovation in the Swiss public law", rejecting every ,,spiritual relationship and mutual
affection" ("geistige Verwandtschaft und gegenseitige Sympathic") between Switzerland and America as
..irrelevant". However, this does not answer the question as to why the bicameral system was not introduced
earlier.
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is contrary to the fact that Diethelm and Munzinger had brought on the change of opinion in
the committee in March 1848. Henry Drucy (1799-1855), radical politician from the Canton
of Vaud, reported that shortly before the vote on the bicameral system, Troxler's pamphlet
exerted a ,,magical power on those who only read it at this late stage". 45 Moreover, the
bicameral system was not an insignificant element of the American constitution; after its
adoption in Switzerland it became one of the the most significant structural elements in the
theory of the federal state.

Conclusion
Finally, it was Troxler who first introduced the specific; sisterlike relationship between
Switzerland and the United States of America to the constitutional discussion in the first half
of the nineteenth century. Rhetorically, he harks back to the Enlightenment, whose
philosophers had first discovered the republican and historical parallels between the two
states by pursuing an idealistic and myth-like perception of the Sister Republic.
As shown above, during the Helvetik era (1798-1803), the American Great Compromise
could have served as a possible solution of a centralized government in a confederation. It is
not clear whether it was the insufficient knowledge on the Jirst new nation" or the political
problems during the Helvetik era which prevented the adoption of the American constitution
at this early stage.
The perception of United States reached its peak between 1830-1848, when the
constitutional discussion intensified. But the politicians continued to relate to the preceding
two phases of perception. The creation of the federal state in 1848 was not only made possible
by the peace between the opponents of the Sonderbund War, but was also influenced by the
accentuation on a political solution which had literally ,,united" the "states of America" more
than half a century earlier.
Simon Netz.le, lie. phil., from St. Gallen, studied history and constitutional law at the Universityof Fribourg. He
is currently working on his doctoral dissertation on the Swiss perception of the United States in the late
eight.unth century .

. 45

Henri Drucy. in: Nouvelliste Vaudois (March 31, 1848), cit in: Tripp (see n. 24), p. 23. Druey's view of the
Published by
BYU ScholarsArchive,
1998 see Troxler (seen. 3), vol. 1, p. 291; Tripp (seen. 24), pp. 20-21.
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n
TWO SWISS OF PEORIA, ILLINOIS

Marianne Burkhard, OSB

Work Hard and Be Alert
Emil Locher
1878-1974

In 1891, when he was 13, Emil Locher found himself transplanted to Peoria, Illinois, and faced
with the necessity to help his mother and two siblings survive. His story gives some insight into working
possibilities and conditions at the end of the last century. Without much schooling and without any
professional training Emil Locher made his way up from a seasonal worker to the successful owner of
a produce company without ever forgetting his poor childhood in Switzerland and the difficulties poor
people have to face.
The story of Emil Locher's life is based on the manuscript of a talk which he gave to the Peoria
Rotary Club, probably in the late 1930's, and on the recollections of his granddaughter, Lynette
Ackerman Sauder. It was compiled and written by Marianne Burkhard, OSB.
Emil Locher was born on April 8, 1878, in Appenzell, Switzerland. He was the second child
of J. Conrad Locher and Marie Eugster; his older brother Rosam was born on December 16, 1876. His
father must have died before or around the time he was born, because his mother then married her
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husband's brother, with whom she had a daughter, Frieda, who was born on April 13, 1879. Marie's
second husband also died, and so Marie emigrated to the United States; a granddaughter of Rosam found
her name on a ship list in 1883. There is no information how she came to emigrate and whether she
might have joined a group of emigrants from her town. Her three children remained in Switzerland with
her sister. Yet, after some months, the three additional children proved too much for their aunt, and thus
she took them to the orphanage in Speicher, Appenzell AR, on Christmas Eve of 1883.
Marie came to Peoria and married a German. In 1891 she went back to Switzerland to get her
children-the names of Mary, Emil, Rosam and Frieda Locher were found on a ship list of that year.
Emil described their arrival in Peoria thus: "We arrived in September 1891 and had the glorious reception
from our stepfather 'Why in the h--- did you bring the whole family along!' so that didn't make it so
good. He left us after about 30 days, and we never saw or heard of him again, so you can see we had
some hard times ahead of us."
The ~other took in washing, and the two boys tried to find jobs to make some money. The two
used to go to the slaughterhouse, clean the tripes and the brains of the killed animals and then sell them
to the saloons "where they were serving free lunches, in that way we got by.

11

Emil's first job was

driving the horses for a bricklayer, but lasted only a few days because he didn't know enough English
nor was he familiar with the town of Peoria. He then had a series of small jobs paying two or three
dollars per week, then one for $4 per week for twelve hours during the winter. After that he could work
for $1.26 per day at the Huchinson Cooper Shop, but the work was sporadic: 3-4 days per week, and
some weeks there was no work at all because there were strikes by railroad workers and miners in 189394.

11

1 got tired of all this loafing, and as much as I hated to go on the farm, I got a job on a farm at

Cissna Park. I had only one dollar in all the world, so I had to do something.

11

The farmer, an Amish man, had a prejudice against anyone from Peoria, saying that he couldn't
use him because he had never seen anyone from Peoria "who was any good.

11

Emil said to him: "Why

not try me, and if I am not what you think I should be, you don't have to pay me.

11

Well, Emil stayed

on the farm with the Amish farmer, who had 16 children and farmed 360 acres. He was not treated very
11

well, as the farmer would tell his daughters to get away from this "Peoria bum, but nonetheless he tried
to do every day a bit more than the previous day. He was hired for $17 per month, got up at 4 a.m. and
didn't get back to the barn before 7:30 p.m. Emil used to tell his family that he had to sleep and eat all
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by himself in the barn. But one day he was quick to save one of the farmer's small children who had
tumbled down into a big load of hay and could have been suffocated; after that, Emil was invited to eat
in the house and became "just like one of the family." When the season was over, he was also given an
extra 5 dollars.
During the winter, he worked at the Sugar House shoveling coal at 75 cents per hour and $1.25
per car. The next summer he was back on the farm for $25 per month, which was "good pay at that
time," and after the season was over, "I was offered the enormous sum of room and board if I wanted
to stay over the winter and do the chores and haul com to the elevator, but I told him I would never work
for anyone for nothing, so I left again for another season in Peoria."
Through an employment agency in Minneapolis, Emil found a job the following spring with a
railroad contractor, Mike Elmore, in Laurel, Montana. This contractor was building a new branch of
the Northern Pacific Railroad. In this job he received $2.00 per day with board--"this was the biggest
pay I ever received, and believe me, I worked always trying tQ do more than anyone else, and I was not
liked on that account." One day the boss asked for volunteers to dig a ditch in a swamp. Of several
hundred men, Emil was the only one to volunteer, then did the job by himself. The next day he was
appointed foreman, but the others didn't like this because he was so young, not because he didn't know
much about building railroads, of which he was only too well aware! They threatened to beat him up,
so Emil told them that he would fight each one by one, and after about half a dozen such fights, the men
accepted him as foreman.
His supervisor wanted Emil to stay with him in the next job he got, but it was late in the year
and getting cold, and Emil wanted to go south to Peoria. He traveled by "side door Pullman" -jumping
on a moving train to ride for free. He says that he had plenty of money in his pocket, since he had been
paid $5.00 per day, but "it felt better if you could steal a ride than pay for it." When he was near
Minneapolis, this wasn't so easy any more, since all the railroaders knew that the railroad work was over
and those men had money-so they had to pay $1.00 for a division of about 145 miles.
Another one of Emil's occasional occupations was going to the circus at carnivals. There was
always a demand for young men who would be willing to fight with professional wrestlers who were now
older and working for a circus, but who certainly could beat any inexperienced fellow. He received $20
for a round, and felt rich after three or four rounds.
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After his time in Montana, Emil worked for a coal mine on the Iowa Central, but didn't like the
idea of being a miner, then worked for a brickyard again. When he had saved $250, he went to New
York, thinking that he might go to Switzerland for a visit. Yet first he applied for a job at the elevated
railway, was accepted, but had to wait because other applicants were ahead of him. Waiting was not his
strength, and when a young fellow told him that he had a way of crossing the Atlantic for free, he was
game. He had to meet this man at midnight at the harbor, and was surprised that there were six other
fellows there, too. Without further ado they were put on the ship right down to the lowest part, where
they had to shovel coal-so much for a free trip! Even though Emil was young and strong, he was
"laying on a coal pile" soon after the ship had reached the sea. But he was told in no uncertain terms
that he had to work anyway and "I was worse than a slave until we landed." They worked six hours,
then were off for six hours; they worked in the bunkers over the furnaces where the temperature was
"unbearable," so all they wore was a pair of shoes. If anyone passed out, he was laid out in the air. As
soon as he came to, he would work again. When our shift was over, we had to wash, but the stowaways
had to wait until the regular men washed. We had to bathe in the same water. It was so thick you could
feel it." Their food was in about the same category-"we were like a bunch of animals." Upon arriving
in Hamburg they had, however, a nice surprise, as they were given 55 marks which they hadn't expected.
So he arrived in Switzerland with about $200, and stayed there for a while.
When he had bought a ticket back to the States, he had $23 left, and by the time he arrived in
New York this sum had shrunk to only $2.00. The sum of $1.25 had to be spent on a night's lodging
and breakfast, so he started his trip back to Peoria with all of 75 cents in his pocket. He walked to
Elizabeth, New Jersey, and from there "beat" his way to Pittsburgh. When hiding in a box car on the
outskirts of the city, two men entered the car, and he thought that they, too, were "bums," but they were
railroad detectives who took him straight to jail. They asked him whether he was hungry, which he was
since he hadn't eaten all day, and told him they would get him something. Yet they didn't come back.
This all happened on a Sunday, and somehow the mayor of the town was informed that someone was in
the jail, so after about an hour the mayor came and asked Emil why he was there. Having heard Emil's
story, he said that the railroad detectives "had no right to put anyone in jail, so he gave me a dollar to
buy something to eat and told me the way to get out of town." Emil slept in a haystack, then hopped on
another train the next day. Soon he was discovered again, but now he knew the detectives' badges, used
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his strong arms to knock the men out, jumped off the train and ran across a field. He worked for a few
days on a bridge in Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania, then got on another train, and before long had to jump
out again ... this time the detectives ran after him for quite some time, even asked some women in the
street of the little town to stop him, but nobody could stop him-he was a good runner. He was 14 miles
from Akron, Ohio, and decided to pawn his gold watch for $3.00 so he could buy a ticket to Cleveland,
where he found work unloading steamboats. In 48 hours he earned $12.80, and $11.00 of this hardearned money got me to Peoria."

In Peoria, his search for employment started "all over again." He spent a year on a farm, worked
briefly for the Illinois Central Railroad in Tennessee, then as a bridge carpenter in Fulton, Kentucky.
This was a "good job, the only time we worked was when the superintendent was around or when a train
passed. We had our own boarding cars and plenty of good eats." When they were all laid off, Emil
went back to Peoria and worked on two bridges for the Rock Island Railroad in 1898. For a short while
he was the driver of a street railcar in Peoria, but lost the job "for speeding down Adams Street over
rough track, and I was a very disappointed man" since this had been "the softest job I ever had. I almost
gave up in despair, thinking I was good for nothing."
Subsequently, he shoveled starch at the Sugar House; this was very hard work, "as only one in
a hundred could stand it. " Emil used to say that he had worked in every Peoria factory at one time or
another. But in 1900 this finally changed. The produce house Auer & Co. advertised for a worker "with
experience," and Emil applied, telling the interviewer that he had varied experience and that the firm
should try him out for two weeks and would not have to pay him if they were not satisfied. They took
him up on this wager, and he was kept on and spent the rest of his life in the produce market.
For $1.50 per day-of 14 hours-Emil had to make up orders, load trucks and deliver orders to
merchants. His pay then increased to $12.00 per week, of which he had to pay $3.50 for room and
board, while $7 .00 were put into a savings account. One day a salesman was ill, and he was asked to
go out and sell potatoes. He told all the customers that this was his big chance to advance, so he received
orders for all the potatoes and had the two carloads sold by noon. This was a record which no one
before had reached--so he no longer wrote orders or drove trucks.
His next step came when he was sent to a local cold storage to inspect a lot of 4,400 bushels of
apples from Washington State offered for sale. Five competitors were also there. Emil Locher returned
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Emil Locher, ca. 1903
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to his boss and told him that he had bought the whole lot! When his boss said that he had been sent to
inspect, not to buy, and that the firm did not have the needed $1,200 in cash, Emil simply said that his
credit was good, and that the banks had plenty of cash. So he first secured a loan, then sold the apples
in a record time of six weeks. A friend later said that Emil Locher always had "an alert mind and the
ability to think fast, to make quick, accurate decisions," something which accounted for his continued
success in the produce market.
In 1903 Emil Locher married Rosa Luthy. She, too, was a native of Switzerland: she was the
fifth of nine children of Gottfried Luthy and Babette Schegg from Wienacht, Canton of Appenzell AR.
After the mother died in 1898 or 1899, the oldest daughter Selina, whose husband Ulrich Locher owned
a butcher shop in Trogen, AR, had to raise the younger children, the youngest of whom was only about
8 years old. The oldest son, Gottfried (Fritz), born in 1872, emigrated in 1896 to Peoria "at the earnest
solicitation of his friends who assured him that he could find much better opportunities in a business way
in America" (quoted in Peoria City and County, Illinois. A Record of Settlement, Organization, Progress

and Achievement. Illustrated, vol. m [Chicago: Clarke 1912, 905 pp.], p. 527). Fritz found employment
at the Auer produce company in Peoria, and in 1900 his sisters Rosa (* 1882) and Emma (*1884)
followed him, in 1903 the next younger brothers Karl (*1886) and John (*1889) also came. Rosa was
an accomplished seamstress, made her own wedding gown (cf. picture) and continued to sew for her
children and grandchildren.
At the time of getting married, Emil had $850 saved and made $10 per week. Living on that sum
was not easy. His employer offered him a percentage of the company's profits amounting to $600 every
six months. The young couple lived on Emil's weekly salary and saved the $600 checks even though the
couple had a daughter, Lillian, in 1904, and a son, Emil Jr., in 1906. Also in 1906 the three owners of
the Auer Company had differences among them; one of them owned half the interest, but neither of the
other two had enough money to buy this half.

Emil Locher saw his chance to buy the business,

something he had desired to do for some time. But his savings amounted to only $5,400, and he needed
$10,000. Nevertheless, he went to the bank where he had regularly banked his savings and asked what
his chances were to get a loan. He was told that he needed to have security through collateral, yet he
had nothing of that sort. Still he was told to submit a loan application, and when the bankers met to
discuss it, they recognized his honesty and hard work and made an exception to loan him the money.
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Wedding Picture, 1903
(Rosa made her own gown)
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Locher, on his part, repaid the loan within six months. Within less than ten years he had been able to
settle professionally and to acquire his own business. In all the years he had been working all over the
city of Peoria he had helped many people in various ways, had done more than what was expected of

him, so when he needed some help, people helped him recognizing and rewarding his hard work and
trustworthiness.
One of the partners in Emil Locher's produce business was his brother-in-law Fritz Luthy who,
with his training "in habits of thrift and industry" already owned stock in the company when Locher
bought his half. The above quoted article describes Fritz Luthy as "a man of excellent qualities [who]
is held in high regard by all who have dealings with him (Peoria City, I\ 527). Thus, the firm was known
as Luthy & Locher. Emil Locher later described his business maxims in the following way: "Never take
advantage of anyone, rather give than take. Our help treat customers as friends, and we pay the highest
wages of any wholesale house in Peoria. We treat others as we would like to be treated, this is our
policy."
The warehouse which Emil Locher bought from the Auer Company was located at 223 SW
Washington; in 1930 the firm expanded and built its own quarters at the foot of Hamilton Street. Emil's
son also became associated with the business. Emil Locher retired in 1956, and the firm was disbanded
in 1973. Emil Locher died at the age of 96 on April 29, 1974; his wife Rosa had died in 1967.
Grateful for the chances he had had in life and mindful of the hardships he experienced as a poor
youth without much education, Emil Locher also became very active in community affairs, especially in
projects to help people. In 1936 he was appointed to the Peoria Housing Authority for one year, was
reappointed for 5 years in 1937, selected as chairman in 1939, and served in this capacity until retiring
in 1950. Through his efforts a project of two thousand housing units for underprivileged families was
completed, the so-called Warner Homes. Under his leadership the Harrison homes were also begun and
completed. These projects were his "pride and joy," and for several decades these homes provided nice
and decent housing for people who needed help.
In addition, Emil Locher served on the Zoning Board of Appeals from 1936 to 1950, was a
charter member of the Peoria Rotary Club, a member of the Peoria Shrine, of the America-Swiss
Chamber of Commerce, the Peoria Association of Commerce, the Swiss Society, and of several other
fraternal organizations. As a Swiss Protestant, he was a member of the Reformed German Evangelical
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Church.
For years his main hobby was traveling; he made numerous trips across the Atlantic to
Switzerland where he became one of the sponsors of the Kinderdorf Pestalou.i in Trogen (the Pestalozzi
Children's Village), not far from his native Appenzell and from Speicher where he had been in the
orphanage. The Pestalozzi Village became a home for children who had become orphans all over Europe
during the Second World War. Another example of Locher's strong ties to his childhood in Switzerland
was his continued friendship with one of the boys from the orphanage who also came to the United States
and ended up owning an embroidery business in Chicago.
Rosa Luthy Locher accompanied him to Switzerland a number of times, but often she preferred
staying in Peoria and tending her beautiful rose garden. Her granddaughter says that she was a quiet
woman who loved to hear her husband's stories, but never felt the need to tell her own.
With regard to Locher's traveling, his trip on the Zeppelin Hindenburg is worthy of note. Emil
thought that he was one of the first people to buy a ticket three months before its first trip was scheduled
in 1936. In his description of the trip we realize that the Hindenburg was more like a ship than an
airplane: the passengers had cabins which were for two or four persons with an upper and a lower berth,
"as good as any Pullman, or better." There was a tavern on board which was also the only place where
smoking was allowed; everyone had been asked to give up all matches. The Hindenburg left New York
around noon, and on the second evening it passed London. After 49 hours it arrived in Frankfurt,
Germany, at 4 a.m. and had to stay in the air until 6 a.m. when the ground crew arrived to guide it to
the landing. While in New York, the Hindenburg's departure was watched by a large crowd and
reporters and photographers, the travelers were greeted in Germany by a military band.
During the time Locher was in Europe that year, he took several airplane trips from Switzerland
to London, Paris, Vienna, and Berlin where he saw the Olympic Village and all the cleaning that was
done to spruce up the city for the Olympic Games of 1936. He also mentions that the government had
obviously helped constructing buildings by giving long-term loans at low interest rates and that the
number of unemployed people had gone down from 6.5 million to 1.5 million in three years. He also
noted the military build-up--"there were more preparations going on than I had ever heard of. You can
see it everywhere, airplanes by the score with underground pits. To my observation Germany is better
prepared [for war] today than anyone knows." When asked about war with France, he said that "several
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influential people told him that they were not worrying about France, but Russia, her influence,
communism, and about possible bloodshed.
Locher returned to America by boat and said: "Glad to see the statue of Liberty, and I could have
kissed it as no one realizes how good a country we are living in until one visits other countries and sees
how the people live and exist. No wonder people call this 'God's country' where milk and honey flow;
so I am glad to be back home amongst my family and friends." Lynette Ackerman Sauder remembers
that her grandpa's ambition was to live to the age of 100 and to go around the world: she says that he
came pretty close to the first-dying at 96-and with all his travels to Europe certainly had accumulated
enough miles to have encircled the globe. And yet at the same time, Emil Locher was firmly rooted in
Peoria and in his business without ever losing his ties to Switzerland or the memories of his hard years,
and thus was always ready to help others.
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AVANTI - Albert Zeller's Road from Waldkirch/SG to Peoria/IL
Albert Zeller, a native of Waldkirch, a small town northwest'of St. Gallen in Switzerland, is, as
so many Swiss people, of small stature, is agile, and has a twinkle in his eyes behind the round glasses.
Seeing him and hearing him talk in his native Sankt-Galler dialect makes me forget that he has been in
this country for almost 40 years--he is still very Swiss, and yet has had a very American success story.
He was born in 1939 as the fourth of nine children of Heinrich Zeller and Emilie Haag in the
hamlet of Ebnet near W aldkirch where he grew up on a small farm. People used to say that his father
had more children than cows in his barn. His three older siblings Heinrich, Guido, and Agnes were all
just one year apart, while between Agnes and him there were two years-"! have always said that for me
it took two years," he says, and the next brother Leo was born just one year later. As a boy he was a
server in the church and spent some time in a Catholic school, Marienburg in Rheinegg in the Rhein
Valley, with a view of preparing for the priesthood. Yet Albert eventually decided not to continue in this
educational direction and instead to learn the trade of cheese-making.

For 1 1/2 years he was an

· apprentice in Zuzwil, SG, then another 1 1/2 years in Mosnang in the Toggenburg while getting his
professional schooling in the Kt1,ser Fachschule in Flawil, SG. Apprentices in this trade received one of
the best apprentice salaries of about sfr. 300, yet their work was hard as the milk came in seven days a
week and had to be processed, even on weekends.
As an apprentice, Albert still found time for hobbies and social activities: he was active in the

Catholic youth organization, the Jungmannschaft, played the trumpet in the local band and kept in shape
by being in the athletic club, the Tumverein. In Mosnang he also participated in plays. Getting closer
to receiving his diploma as cheese maker, he started thinking about what he wanted to do next. Of
course, he had to do his military service, the Rekrutenschule, but he also wanted to see something of the
world, had actually often dreamed about going to the United States. And he had heard that Toni Ziiger,
from Rohrenmoos near Bischofszell, who had emigrated to the United States, now owned a cheese factory
in Walnut, Illinois, about two hours southwest of Chicago. Thus he sent him a picture and asked whether
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he could work for him. Soon he received a positive answer from Walnut; then Toni Ziigler had to
promise that he would give Albert a job for a year "even if I were sick," while Albert had to promise
to stay in this job for a year. Thus, a possibility to go to America was available-but there was the matter
of the military service! He had to apply for a permission to go abroad and thus to delay his military
service. His father was not particularly keen on this idea and at first did not even want to sign his
application. But it became clear that Albert was not going to renounce his plan, and so the father signed,
but Albert had to finance this adventure all by himself. He paid sfr. 1,100 for his one-way airplane ticket
from Zurich to Chicago and after that expense, he had a total cash reserve of $65. 00 in his pocket!
On June 2, 1959, he left his native home-walked to the train station in Gossau with his mother
transporting his one suitcase and two bags on his bike. In Zurich his sister Agnes and her husband Max,
who owned a butcher shop, saw him off and gave him two salamis, and Albert put one into each of his
two bags, thinking that he would enjoy them on the other side of the ocean. At that time he had only
a scant knowledge of English, did not understand the forms he was given in the plane and thus had no
idea that he would not be allowed to bring the salamis into the United States. He flew from Zurich to
Lisbon, from there in 13 hours to New York, where the customs officers easily found his salamis and
immediately confiscated them, then to Chicago. Toni Zugler waited for him in Chicago with his own
picture, but Albert didn't see him, thus his name had to be announced over the loud speakers. At 9 p.m.,
after a two-day trip with a time difference of 7 hours, Albert arrived in Wal nut, and started working at
7 a.m. the next morning.

In Walnut he worked in the cheese factory, but did not make much money. At first, he was
fortunate to live with a coworker who had a car which Albert also could use, but when this coworker left
in November 1959, he had to buy one which cost him $900, a large sum for him at the time and so he
had to save up to pay for it. He mowed lawns and cut bushes for people to make some extra money "for
cash because I didn't like to pay 20-30% in taxes." Again he played in the band--for love of music as
well as for the fact that the players received $3.00 per hour for the 2-hour rehearsal on Wednesday and
the 2-hour concert in the town square in Saturdays.
Albert had thought that he would stay in the United States for about two years, but pretty soon
it was already three-1962-, and now the American draft board knocked on his door. He had always
known that he might be drafted; now he had to decide whether he would go into the American Army,
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or go back to Switzerland and do his military service there, or whether he would go to Canada or South
America. Being already past the age where the Swiss do their basic training, he was not much attracted
by going back, nor did a move to another foreign country seem very inviting. So he felt he might as well
do military service with Americans.
When he had to appear before the draft board he tried, however, to play "a bit dumb": when they
asked, "Who does not understand English?" he raised his hand-though after three years he had learned
the language quite well. Then "they let me sit, and sit, and sit some more while everybody else was
called to see the doctors. When he finally was called, the doctor greeted me by saying, "So, Herr Zeller,

Wie gehts?" and he realized that it had taken some time to find a German-speaking doctor.
Albert did his basic training in Fort Knox, Kentucky, then Advanced Individual Training (AIT)
on tanks in Fort Irwin, California. This was at the beginning of the American involvement in Viet Nam;
some men volunteered for service there because it was well paid; though there was no draft for it yet.
Albert considers himself fortunate that he was not sent there. After he had completed his two years, he
stayed in California for a while, hoping that he might find ·a job there. He realized that life in "golden
California" was not easy, and when he applied in several places in Los Angeles for work, he was told
that just too many people came to "try out California" and then left again. One morning his phone rang
at 5 a.m., and it was Toni Ziigler-who didn't realize that it was not yet 7 a.m. in the West. He asked
Albert to come back to Walnut and become a partner and manager of a factory where Ziiger wanted to
produce frozen pizzas.
Back in Walnut in 1964, Albert started making frozen pizzas in an old meat market building.
He and two women made about 200-300 pizzas per day, and on the weekend he drove all over the
countryside to demonstrate their pizzas in the little towns around Walnut-La Salle, Peru, Sterling, Rock
Falls, etc. Again, the work was hard: he had to work three Sundays per month. On those Sundays he
would start working at 6:30 a.m., then go to church at 9 to sing in the choir, then went right back to
work. But the work and the promotion paid off, and at the end of 1965 they had 20 employees and made
4,000-5,000 pizzas per day. The pizza factory had four partners, Albert was one of them, but now
another dream, that of having his own business, did not let him rest.

..

Albert's brother Guido, who had come to Walnut in 1961, delivered cheese to many places in
the area, and among them was a small Italian restaurant-Lardano's-in Peoria at the intersection of
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University Avenue and Main Street, on the edge of the campus of Bradley University. The restaurant
was in some difficulties, did not have very high standards, and served mainly a student clientele from
Bradley. Albert saw his chance there: the owner was ready to make a deal, and let Albert work in his
restaurant on the weekends so he could get a feel for the business and "learn the restaurant business."
The first time he was there he washed dishes, observing all that was going on around him. Albert said
that with good observation, intelligence and some creativity, anyone could be able to look at such an
operation and detect its potential. This creative observation is something he is still looking for in
managers today, and he is saddened when he doesn't find it in people who do what they have learned but
don't perceive new possibilities.
In February 1966 Albert bought the entire inventory of the restaurant for $11,000, which was
a rather high price for what it was, namely, old! Two employees also came with the inventory, and one
of them, Marilyn, worked for Albert until the end of 1997. He had to rent the building from its owners,
the Joseph family, for $300 per month; he paid this rent until the mid-1970's, and for quite a while he
paid it in one-dollar bills because he had so many of them!
He started to operate the restaurant with two employees. Eighty to ninety percent of his clientele
were Bradley students; thus, he knew that summers would be very slow, since most of the students would
be gone. He used the first summer to invest all the money he had made so far into painting the restaurant
and making it more attractive. He couldn't really renovate it because the building did not belong to him.
Then in the fall of 1966 he changed the name to Avanti 's because the students often referred to the
restaurant as "The Drain," which was anything but a recommendation! Actually, one student looking for
work asked him whether he was "Mr. Ladraino." He felt that Avanti 's, meaning "forward," would be
a "simple, catchy" name; and he knew that "Zeller's" would somewhat clash with the Italian food he was
serving.
By the time Albert knew enough about Americans' taste in food to know that it would be very
difficult, if not impossible, to adapt Swiss food to the American palate. But Italian food was well known
and liked and lent itself to adaptations which could be prepared relatively fast and would be tasty,
somewhat special, and could be sold at reasonable prices. Albert says that his first priority was to "do
your own thing, to give good food and good service," and that by doing "things right up front" you will
make money. Time has proven him right: Avanti 's is to this day an excellent Italian restaurant known
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especially for its 'Gondola sandwiches,' made with Avanti 's own bread.

It is also known for its

reasonable prices, and any customer can count on friendly, good service.
During the first years in America, Albert had no money to go back to Switzerland; he went back
the first time at Christmas 1964, after he had finished his military service. At this time he started
thinking of marriage, too, and went to all kinds of dances, especially in southern Wisconsin, in the area
of Monroe and New Glarus. He says that he really went "a-wooing," did a kind of 'Schnupperlehre' in
looking for a woman who would make a good wife-what in Switzerland they call 'Brautschau.' For
years he had also had a dream--to buy a Thunderbird car, take it back to Switzerland and spend the
summer there driving around in his sporty car.

This dream became reality in 1967: he bought a

Thunderbird, drove it to New York and took a ship to Bremerhaven. On the ship he met two Swiss
businessmen from Oberageri who had first-class train tickets from Bremerhaven to Zurich. But when
they arrived in Germany, they exchanged the tickets and rode back with him paying for gas, food and
hotels for the pleasure of having this luxury ride to Switzerland. Of course, the driving didn't stop there
in Oberageri and Waldkirch: with his brother Leo Albert took short trips to Germany, Vienna and Italy.
And he also went to the places where he had worked in Switzerland, e.g. to Mosnang where they
had a special celebration that summer with dancing. There he met Edith Hollenstein, whose brothers he
had met years ago when participating in plays, etc. She was a medical assistant who worked in Zug
which, for Switzerland, was quite "far away." But she had come back to Mosnang for this weekend, and
they met, and they dated for the four weeks which Albert still spent in the country, then continued to
correspond after his return, and even made some very expensive phone calls.
When Albert went back to Peoria, his brother Leo came with him. Actually Leo was already the
third Zeller to go to America, since Guido had gone to Walnut in 1961 where he worked for about 10
years. At Christmas of the same year, Albert went back home again, and before the year was out, on
December 30, 1967, he and Edith became engaged. In the new year, Edith went to the evening classes
at the Migros school to learn English, and in April she made her first trip to Peoria to see where she
would be living. "This was a very difficult time," she says, "Albert was working all the time, I didn't
know much English and, of course, I didn't know anybody there." If she had doubts whether she would
really want to do this, they dissipated when the wife of Albert's neighbor took her under her wing and
introduced her to a little group of German-speaking women where she met a woman from the Canton of
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Bern. In May they both went back to Switzerland to complete the preparations for the wedding.
They married on July 8, 1968, in the church of Oberwald, where Albert had been a server as a
boy. "It was a Monday," which is an unusual day in Switzerland for a wedding-they are mostly on
Saturdays, so one can dance into the next morning, "but Max and Agnes owned a butcher's shop and had
to work on Saturday-so everybody else had to take Monday off to attend our wedding!" and the very
next day, Tuesday, they went to the American Consulate in Bern, to apply for Edith's green card, and
only then started their honeymoon.
On August 10, 1968, they left for the US, taking a boat from Le Havre to New York where Leo
had parked Albert's Thunderbird before going to the wedding. They had a big wooden suitcase, and it
proved very difficult to find a rack to transport this big thing on the roof of the car, and it actually had
to be tied to the rack with strings. For years, the wooden suitcase served the family for hiding Christmas
presents, but one year the key disappeared, so whatever was in there still is hidden.
This time Peoria was already somewhat familiar to Edith. Now she started working with Albert-a totally new type of work for the one-time medical assistant! She worked in the kitchen and as waitress
and says, "I never worked as hard as in that first year," and learned English quite fast. Albert was the
boss-was in the kitchen, made bread, pizza, did "everything". The business went well, they made
money-on Friday nights they were open at 4 p.m. to 2 a.m. and often made over $6,000, a sum no other
restaurant in the city made. They had good service and good food. Albert says that "good service" was
very important for the students. From 1966 to 1979 he never advertised anywhere except in the Bradley
University student newspaper, the Bradley Scout. And it didn't take too long before other people from
the town came to patronize Avanti's. The restaurant had no problems being full even though "we had
no parking spaces-people just had to park wherever they could."
This success was built on hard work. Albert worked almost every day from before noon until
the restaurant closed at 2 a.m. Edith says that "we had no time to spend money during the year," just
during the summer when they went to Switzerland. The IRS came to check out Albert's returns, because
they did not believe that he made so much money just with one business. In 1970, another Avanti 's was
opened in Normal, 35 miles east of Peoria, with Albert's brother Guido as the manager; Guido is still
in Normal, and bought the restaurant from his brother some years later.
In 1974 Albert tried out something new: he opened a Continental Cooking School in Chicago.
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This was an adventure, took him into an area with which he was not really familiar. But in Edith's
words, "it broadened Albert's horizons.

It was time that he saw something else besides Peoria."

However, the cooking school didn't become a real success, so he sold it in 1978 and today calls it a

Seitensprung (a marginal adventure).
Avanti 's in Peoria was going so well that Albert started thinking of expanding: in 1978 he bought
some land on Rockwood Road near Sterling Avenue and the Peoria's shopping mall and built a larger
restaurant there for about $800,000. People were very skeptical about this venture and thought he "would
never make it." Yet Zeller's business acumen was right: it was, and still is, a good location and was
profitable from the first day. In 1984 he opened a third restaurant in East Peoria; this one had a more
difficult start, because this was the time when Caterpillar had gone through a two-year strike which
depleted the pocketbooks of the workers in East Peoria and which forced Caterpillar to downsize for
several years. Even so, Albert says that he never had a real setback in his restaurant business, which
grew from one small restaurant with two employees into three restaurants with about 300 employees.
Another financial venture started in 1990 when Albert was a major investor and a member of the
board of directors for Peoria's Riverboat Gambling Casino until it was sold in 1996 to a company from
Las Vegas. And as in his youth, he has been active in many organizations: he was a board member of

the Illinois Restaurant Association and a member of the National Restaurant Association, of the Peoria
and the Illinois Chamber of Commerce. He is an active member of his Catholic parish and a member
of the Knights of Columbus, a Catholic Men's Association, and he is interested in fostering the arts in
central Illinois by supporting the Illinois Opera Company and the Illinois Ballet Company, among other
organizations.

As mentioned, Edith first worked in the business, but soon their children started arriving: Stefan
in 1969, Philip in 1971, Tanya in 1973 and Heidi in 1978. This was a full-time job, since Albert "was
always busy" and not home much except in the mornings. He says that he saw the children more when
they were small; once they were in school they had to leave before he would awaken after his late night
work. In these first years, Edith didn't get to know too many Peorians; she knew a few Swiss, and was
busy with the young children. Once the children started school, she became involved in all the activities
that go with it-being a room mother, baking treats, sitting on the bleachers and watching the girls in
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ballet. Since Albert was so busy, the raising of the children rested mostly on her shoulders, though
Albert participated when he could, and he was again more present when the children were in high school
and needed the father's presence.
Both say that they complemented each other-Albert did the business, Edith took care of the
family-and the many visitors they had from Switzerland. She understood his desire to work, and he
really appreciated her ability to manage the house and the children in an independent manner. He says
that in the hospitality industry 'weekends' are on Mondays and Tuesdays, and this fact can be difficult
for the family. Therefore, he has a deep appreciation for Edith's ability to deal with the difficulties his
job brought. Albert says that "without Edith's understanding I probably could not have accomplished all
that I did." And Edith says that there were many situations when they were invited, Albert had said he
would come with her, but then was unable to go-would she stay home? Or go alone? Wait for him and
go later, or not at all? This was not easy, but "we had a common understanding and were both able to
make the best of a situation." Often both of them would have preferred something else, but had no
choice.
Summers, however, were different. The family went to Switzerland, and once Albert was in the
plane, Peoria was almost totally forgotten.

In the early years "he even forgot to call and only

remembered on the way back that he had wanted to call and never did." As long as he had just one
restaurant, he felt totally free in Switzerland.
Edith adapted to all this with remarkable flexibility and flair-making the transition from a medical
assistant to a restaurant owner's wife and helper, from Switzerland to America, from a life shaped by
rural traditions to one in a new culture shaped by the demands of a successful business man. She says
that she is grateful to her parents that they let her go to this far away country, especially since she is the
only girl in the family. When she married, she was already 26, and this gave her a certain maturity
which she really needed to get through the initial difficulties which awaited her. In the first years she
hoped that they would return to Switzerland, since she had almost no American friends in Peoria and
didn't really feel 'at home'. The 1970s were the time when many Swiss came to Peoria to work at
Caterpillar for two years, and Edith at first always felt envious when these people-often families-would
go back. Later the tables turned, and she was glad that she didn't have to return when her new friends
left again.
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The Zellers sent their children to Catholic schools, grade school at Holy Family parish, and the
high school of Bergan/Notre Dame. Being involved in these schools also provided much support for her
in providing a consistent discipline. She says that she always tried to be consistent in her actions and did
not demand anything of the children that she would not do herself. And she knew that Albert always
supported her in guiding and disciplining the children.
Today the two sons are in Albert's business, learning all its facets, while he is still in charge.
Albert is already planning the next expansion, which the sons will spearhead. At this point, he says, they
are simply concentrating on making sure that they have good employees and managers, and they are also
doing training manuals so as to have a sound basis and be ready when the moment for the next expansion
comes.
As it is not always easy for sons to find their niche in the business built and owned by a
successful father, the Zellers have become active in establishing a support group for people who own
family businesses in the Peoria area. Getting together and discussing common problems and solutions
can be a great help in facilitating a smooth transition from one generation to the next.

Albert and Edith Zeller are true Swiss-Americans: they are firmly rooted in their Swiss heritage,
take great pride in gathering all the Swiss of Central Illinois in August and lavishing their hospitality on
their fellow Swiss and their families. These get togethers include singing and harmonica music and a lot
of reminiscing about other Swiss in Central Illinois. With the realization of Albert's 'American dream'
and his financial success, the couple supports the arts in Peoria, especially opera and ballet, and thus
contributes to the city's flourishing cultural life.
Avanti seems a fitting word for the Zellers: they have come a long way, have always moved

forward on the basis of hard work and good values. Albert Zeller is convinced that "good food and good
service" and "doing things right up front" are the keys to his success. And he also knows that beyond
what one can accomplish with sound judgment and hard work, one needs not just a portion of luck, but
more importantly, the blessings of God.

This story was written by S. Marianne Burkhard, OSB, on the basis of interviews with Albert and Edith
Zeller.
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A
A

A
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A

A

27.
28.
29

24.
25.
26.

22.
23.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

15.
16.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

8.

1.
2.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Geneva, Rhode Island
Geneva, New York
Geneva, New York
Geneva, Pennsylvania
Geneva Hill, Pennsylvania
Geneva, Pennsylvania
New Geneva, Pennsylvania
Geneva on the Lake, Ohio
Geneva, Ohio
Geneva, Ohio
Geneva, Ohio
Geneva Park, Virginia
New Geneva, Vuginia
Geneva, North Carolina
Geneva, North Carolina
Geneva, Georgia
Geneva, Florida
Lake Geneva, Florida
Geneva, Alabama
Geneva, Alabama
Geneva, Kentuck-y
Geneva, Kentucky
Geneva, Indiana
Lake Geneva, Indiana
[Geneva] Sulphur Hill, Indiana
Geneva, Indiana
Geneva, Indiana
Geneva, Michigan
Geneva, Michigan

Gehohrt zu North Providence
18 200 Einwohner
15 i33 Einwohner
250 Einwohner
Gehohrt zu White
Besteht nicht mehr
350 Einwohner
634 Einwohner
6 655 Einwohner
12 017 Einwohner
Streusiedlung
Gehort zu Chesapeake
Besteht nicht mehr
Besteht nicht mehr
Besteht nicht mehr
232 Einwohner
1 120 Einwohne'r
900 Einwohner
24 253 Einwohner
4 866 Einwohner
100 Einwohner
90 Einwohner
3 849 Einwohner
20 Einwohner
130 Einwohner
Besteht nicht mehr
1 430 Einwohner
2 984 Einwohner
1 157 Einwohner
A

A

57.

55.
56.

54.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

34.

32.
33.

31.

30.

Geneva, Michigan
Geneva, Wisconsin
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin
Geneva Bay, Wisconsin
Geneva Road, Wisconsin
Geneva, Illinois
Geneva [La Fox), Illinois
Geneva, Illinois
Geneva, Minnesota
Geneva, Iowa
Geneva, Missouri
Geneva, l\tfissouri
Geneva, Arkansas
Geneva, Texas
Geneva, Texas
Geneva Estates, Texas
Geneva, Oklahoma
Geneva, Kansas
Geneva, Nebraska
Geneva, South Dakota
Geneva, Idaho
Geneva, Utah
Geneva, Utah
Geneva Mines, Utah
Geneva, Washington
Geneva, Oregon
Geneva, Nevada
Geneva, California

I-'

~

Besteht nicht mehr
3 933 Einwohner
5 612 Einwohner
Besteht nicht mehr
Bahnhal~ keine Einwohner
12 371 Einwohner
9 881 Einwohner
Besteht nicht mehr
417 Einwohner
218 Einwohner
Besteht nicht mehr
Streusiedlung
Streusiedlung
220 Einwohner
Besteht nicht mehr
50 Einwohner
Besteht nicht mehr
Besteht nicht mehr
2 400 Einwohner
Besteht nicht mehr
53 Einwohner
Besteht nicht mehr
Bahnhal~ keine Einwohner
Bahnhalt keine
1 423 Einwohner
Besteht nicht mehr
Besteht nicht mehr
Besteht nicht mehr
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IV

REVIEW

Gary K. Pranger, Philip Schaff. Portrait of an Immigrant Theologian.
New York: Peter Lang, 1996.

Barbara Dobschiitz

Living in the light of a larger world experience, Philip Schaff, a Swiss educated in Germany and
living in America, became one of the nineteenth century's foremost church historians. As a biblical
scholar and theologian, Schaff became an advocate of the Mercersburg theology or "mediating evangelical
theology." Schaff's intellectual and theological development, Gary Pranger's recent portrait argues, was
formed in the context of an European-American exchange. Schaff's immigrant experience also provided
the basis on which his later achievements as an advocate for ecumenical cooperation would become
possible. Furthermore, Pranger's thesis contends that Schaff's own experience mirrored the nineteenth
century world of Protestant theology as a melding, or merging of both German- and Anglo-American
theological ideas. Pranger argued that Schaff's life, his work, his network of associations with scholars,
theologians, political and religious leaders on both sides of the Atlantic acted as a foreshadowing of the
later nineteenth century liberalization of American Protestantism. Schaff, however, resisted abandoning
his evangelical roots in biblical theology and continued to battle elements of German higher criticism,
unlike many of his American theological counterparts. Thus, when he died in 1893, his impact would
be minimized and out of step with the Protestantism of the twentieth century. However, Pranger points
out that his lasting contribution, which continues to explain the demand for his works today, were his
extensive works in church history that have subsequently influenced later twentieth century church
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historians such as Christopher Dawson and Kenneth Latourette.
Instrumental in creating church history as a distinctive mode of study in America, Philip Schaff
played a major role in the founding of the American Society of Church History. Treatments of his
contributions have resulted in a number of works to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the society
in 1987. Three volumes made up the Society's tribute to its famous founder. First was the small
biography by George Shriver, Philip Schaff: Christian Scholar and Ecumenical Prophet. Second, A
Century of Church History: The Legacy of Philip Schaff was a collection of essays edited by Henry W.

Bowden in 1988. Finally, Klaus Penzel's Philip Schaff: Historian and Ambassador of the Universal
Church presented an edited collection of Schaff's works. Penzel also published an article on Schaff's

theological impact in Church History in June 1990. Gary Pranger's most recent treatment of Schaff was
the result of his 1987 University of Illinois-Chicago dissertation. As a portrait, Pranger analyzes Schaff's
extensive writings, private correspondence and diaries, and presents scholars with a much more thorough
treatment of Schaff's life than the previously mentioned works.
The melding of Schaff's European and American intellectual life--the heart of Pranger's portrait-developed in three distinct phases--his former education, his transformation or Americanization and,
finally, his "fulfillment" as a scholar, theological historian and Christian diplomat. Schaff's educational
training began with the pietistic school at Kornthal, eventually leading to the Gymnasium at Stuttgart and
the University of Tiibingen, where he studied philosophy and theology for two years from 1837-39.
Schaff would be influenced by a mosaic of both German pietistic religious and philosophical scholars.
Schaff entered Tiibingen between the period of 1835 and 1838 when the school of German "higher"
criticism was in its heyday and under attack from evangelical scholars such as Christian Friedrich
Schmid. Schaff seemed to excel at being able to draw from both camps even though, according to
Pranger, Schaff's sympathies remained with the evangelicals. According to Pranger, Schaff appropriated
a great deal of thinking from Hegel and Schleiermacher, whose influence was everywhere. Schaff's
influential teachers, Isaak August Dorner and F. C. Baur, used Schleiermacher and Hegel in different
ways and saw them not as "monsters of infidelity."

The depth and breadth of Schaff' s numerous

influences, Pranger argues, forever shaped him as "a liberal evangelical, that is, tolerant of all,
speculative in theology, and yet pietistic in faith." (41)
Schaff's ecumenical way of thinking--that is, drawing from a wide range of sources--came as a
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result of his ability to move within various theological, intellectual and political circles and ideas.
Throughout his life he demonstrated an uncanny ability to "network" among the cream of German
intellectual life and, later, he demonstrated this talent equally well among American intellectuals. Many
upper class women took an interest in him, as a young and promising student, and provided him with
tutoring positions as well as patronage for his studies. Schaff was introduced to Hegel's widow through
his employer's wife, Friedrich August Tholuck. The biography of Schaff by George Shriver tells us she
was the niece of Mrs. Hegel living in Berlin, and Schaff would visit often when he went there. Schaff
began his studies in Halle as a personal librarian to Tholuck, who, along with his wife, would be
responsible for introducing Schaff to a "conservative circle of educated nobility." (41) Yet another
"motherly figure" gave Schaff the opportunity to study at the University of Berlin, where his chief
influence was Johann Neander, a converted Jew, and his mentor in church history. Neander's influence
on church history was particularly crucial: "for him all Christian history ultimately served God's ends."
(50) Like Schaff, Neander lived between two worlds, "the German Protestant and the rest of JudeoChristian history." This "detached, scholarly approach," according to Pranger, was a way of life that
prevailed in their work and their lived experience.
Unlike many of the German immigrants that arrived in America in 1844, Schaff came to America
as a respected and much sought after young scholar, who had answered the calling of his German
Reformed Church. Beginning as a missionary to the Germans in America, Schaff became part of the
faculty at Mercersburg Seminary in Pennsylvania. The American religious landscape of the 1840's and
1850's, to which Schaff brought his "countervailing" ideas, was dominated by a combination of
patriotism, the revivalism of Finney and the Methodists, common sense philosophy of the Scottish
tradition, and Protestant theology.

This gave American demeanor and religion a conservative and

simplistic character. Schaff, Pranger believes, understood this and "wanted to shape it by making it more
accepting ·of universal Christianity and shielding it from the dangers of exclusivism." Yet, Schaff sought
to extend the intellectual cultural boundaries of his fellow immigrants as well, besides broadening the
boundaries of American evangelicalism. Both religious communities, Schaff was quick to learn, were
not readily inclined to receive such forward thinking ideas from the young Swiss-German scholar.
Schaff' s appointment to the German Reformed seminary placed him in contact with his
Mercersburg colleague, John Nevins. The resulting collaboration began a reform effort within the
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German Reformed denomination and expanded to influence all of American Protestantism. Schaff and
Nevins constructed a theology that wedded a catholic view of the church with the best of evangelicalism
which emphasized orthodox biblical theology. The Mercersburg theology emphasized the importance of
Christology and the Incarnation as the starting point of all Christian theology. Schaff drew upon the
lessons from the early church and stressed subjects that Protestants had ignored, giving a new vitality to
the doctrine of the church as the body of Christ. In addition, Schaff stressed the importance of the
historical view of the church. Sydney Ahlstrom considered Schaff's historical contribution as a milestone
in American historical understanding.
By 1870, Pranger points out, Schaff's missionary role became reversed when he became a
missionary to the European churches that sent him.

He had embraced, what Pranger notes as,

"Anglophilism that turned into rapid Americanization ... a white Anglo-Saxon Protestantism." (167) Yet,
while certain elements Schaff held in common with the nativists, much of his Americanization was
subjected to his "foreign orientation and his pietistic Christianity," as well as his "encyclopedic mind."
In 1870, Schaff joined the faculty of Union Theological Seminary in New York in order to devote himself
more fully to his academic life by being free of commitments to the German Reformed Church. During
this period he wrote the bulk of his multi-volume church history and biblical commentaries. This move
also allowed him to pursue, Pranger notes, ecumenical Christianity. Schaff's devotion to ecumenicalism
led him to be involved in "all shapes and sizes of commentaries, dictionaries, and encyclopedias." (178)
Pranger characterizes Schaff's role as a Christian bridge maker in his work with the Evangelical
Alliance during 1870-1893. In one of the major achievements of his career, Schaff brought together Old
Catholics from Europe and Presbyterians from Scotland as well as fundamentalists and modernists in the
United States. This included acting as the "middleman" between such figures as D. L. Moody, Charles
Hodge; Horace Bushnell and Charles Augustus Briggs, while also supporting the revision of the
Westminster Confession and being a prominent participant in the Parliament of World Religions that took
place in Chicago during the Columbian Exposition in 1893. Within the context of this experience,
Pranger notes, Schaff was Americanized to some degree, yet also part of a German mediating
evangelicalism that reached out to the Anglo-American theological world. Pranger argues that many
scholars fail to search for Christian unity that existed in the nineteenth century and most notably in
Schaff's work with the Evangelical Alliance. The Alliance emerged out of a meeting in 1846 of 800
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Protestants who met in London. This first attempt died in America due to the slavery question. Schaff
revived the group again in 1865, as Schaff declared the "unity of Christianity as necessary for the
evangelization of the world." The work with the Alliance had mixed results and, as Pranger observes,
in the end seemed to die with Schaff in 1893. Ecumenism did eventually emerge in the twentieth century,
but not as a result of the naivete which characterized the nineteenth century and only after the horrors
of twentieth century wars.
Pranger shares Schaffs appreciation for encyclopedic knowledge, and the breadth of data he
presents reveals how often Schaffs experience was at the center of American and European religious and
political events. Schaffs connections to a wide range of intellectuals and leaders represented almost a
who's who of the Victorian era. Particularly fascinating were the women who made his career possible,
and, also, how he very quickly moved into elite circles in Germany and eventually in the United States.
Pranger had access to what appears to be a rich collection of personal journals and letters. More analysis
and interpretation of the connection between Schaff s internal life and his intellectual achievements would
perhaps have provided a more complex picture of both the theologian and the man. While these kinds
of questions may not appeal to those who want to know the nuts and bolts of Schaffs scholarship, they
may give us a closer look at what it was like to be a religious intellectual, living in an adopted homeland,
faced with the challenges of living out one's faith in nineteenth century America.

Finally, besides

delineating the more personal context of Schaffs achievements, ten years of additional scholarship in
American church history, immigrant history and intellectual history should have led Pranger to interact
with some of these newer vistas and thus place Schaff into a current historiographical context.

Barbara DobschUtz
University of Illinois at Chicago
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KNOW OF A SWISS FAMILY NEWSLETTER?

From time to time several excellent and very informative Swiss family newsletters have come to
our attention. Some of these seem to emphasize current family happenings and reunion planning, while
other emphasize historical/genealogical family research. The Swiss-American Historical Society, in its
stated goal of uniting people interested in the involvement of Swiss and their descendants in American
life, would like to acknowledge these important cross-cultural publications for our readers. If you are
the editor of such a Swiss-oriented family newsletter, or know of such a publication, would you notify
Leo Schelbert, 2523 Asbury, Evanston, IL 60201-2308. The few we do know of are the following:

Neff News, Princeton Junction, New Jersey
Rentsch-Herold Family Newsletter, Blue Springs, Missouri
Stauffacher Stems, Stillwater, Minnesota
Tritt Famil,y Newsletter, Boiling Springs, Pennsylvania

Donald Tritt, Ph.D.
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